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in which to store recordings (scripts), choosing files into 
which to place test results and messages, and setting various 
parameters that affect how the testing and analysis functions 
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embodiment provides for deep recording of user interactions 
as they relate to a specific web page currently on display in the 
browser view area, for extracting key information from the 
current web page sufficient to validate that a future playback 
does or does not produce the same effects on the chosen 
website page, for playing back a prior recording to confirm 
that a website page continues to pass the user-defined tests, 
and for providing detailed analyses based on the specific 
contents of the current website page. The general result of 
systematic use of the test-enabled browser on websites is 
improved content quality, demonstrated website server 
behavior for deep tests, quicker delivery by the website 
server, and better serviceability fore-business. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TESTING 
WEBSITES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica
tion Ser. No. 10/041,768, filed Oct. 31, 2001 now U.S. Pat. 
No. 7,231,606, and entitled "METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
TESTING WEBSITES", which is hereby incorporated by 
reference herein, and which in tum claims the benefit of (i) 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/293,879, filed 
May 24,2001, and entitled "METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
TESTING WEBSITES", and which is hereby incorporated 
by reference herein; and (ii) U.S. Provisional Patent Applica
tion No. 60/244,818, filed Oct. 31, 2000, and entitled 
"METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TESTING WEBSITES", 
and which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

2 
Thus there is a need for improved approaches to testing 

websites. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Broadly speaking, the invention relates to improved 
approaches for testing websites. According to one aspect of 
the invention website testing is performed in a browser envi
ronment. As such, information for testing can be obtained 

10 from a browser that is able to perform automated analysis and 
testing of websites. For example, the browser can emulate 
operation of an Internet Explorer (IE) browser while having 
additional functionality to provide automated analysis and 
testing of web sites. The invention can thus be implemented in 

15 a test-enabled Internet browser. 

20 

The invention can be implemented in nnmerous ways 
including, a method, system, device, graphical user interface, 
and a computer readable medium. Several embodiments of 
the invention are discussed below. 

Other aspects and advantages of the invention will become 
apparent from the following detailed description taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings which illus
trate, by way of example, the principles of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document con
tains material which is subject to copyright protection. The 
copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduc
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure 25 

as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or 
records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatso- The invention will be readily understood by the following 

detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, wherein like reference numerals designate like 

30 structural elements, and in which: 

ever. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to software testing and, more 

particularly, to automated analysis and testing ofwebsites. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
Web sites are complex collections of information intended 

FIG.l is a block diagram of a test-enabled browser accord
ing to one embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of test-enabled browser processing 

35 
according to one embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a load test system according to 
one embodiment of the invention. 

to be viewed and used and interacted with by sending infor
mation from a server (website server) over the Internet to 
users who work with this information from an internet 40 
browser client program (internet browser) that typically runs 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Broadly speaking, the invention relates to improved 
approaches for testing websites. According to one aspect of 
the invention website testing is performed in a browser envi
ronment. As such, information for testing can be obtained 

on a personal computer or other computing device. A com
mon Internet browser is Internet Explorer (IE) by Microsoft 
Corporation. The IE browser runs on the Microsoft Windows 
NT and Windows 2000 operating systems. 45 from a browser that is able to perform automated analysis and 

testing of websites. For example, the browser can emulate 
operation of an Internet Explorer (IE) browser while provid
ing additional functionality to provide automated analysis 

Testing and analysis of web sites is needed to: (i) confirm 
content and proper operation and proper content (i.e., func
tional testing and validation); (ii) determine delivered perfor
mance of a website server (i.e., website timing and tuning); 
(iii) analyze capacity of the website server by imposing real- 50 

istic loads (i.e., website server loading); and (iv) identify 
erroneous website pages (i.e., site analysis). 

and testing of websites. The invention can thus be imple
mented in a test-enabled Internet browser. 

By performing website testing in a browser environment, 
various advantages can be facilitated. These advantages can 
include: greater control of the test process, ability to measure 
at a fine level of detail, ability to manipulate and validate the 
contents of website pages as they are rendered, and ability to 
extract linking and other information from website pages in 

Conventionally, there are several alternative methods that 
can be used to obtain information about how a website 
behaves when viewed from the Windows environment. One 55 

conventional method intercepts a Windows event loop. 
Another conventional method intercepts a HTTP protocol 
sequence by building a wrapper or proxy around an instance 
of the Internet browser. Both of these conventional methods 
have disadvantages. One disadvantage of intercepting the 
Windows event loop is that every keyboard activity and/or 
mouse activity at the primitive level of its interaction with the 
operating system must be handled. This leads to cnmbersome 
programming. One disadvantage of intercepting of the HTTP 
protocol sequence via a wrapper or proxy is that the focus is 
on the communication between the Internet browser and the 
server. 

their fully rendered form. 
There are various inventive aspects to the invention. Sev

eral of the invention aspects are as follows. These and other 
60 aspects described herein can be used separately or in any 

combination. 
According to a general aspect of the invention website 

testing is performed in a browser environment. As such, infor
mation for testing can be obtained from a browser that is able 

65 to perform automated analysis and testing of websites. For 
example, the browser can emulate operation of an Internet 
Explorer (IE) browser while providing additional functional-
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ity to provide automated analysis and testing of websites. The 
invention can thus be implemented in a test-enabled Internet 
browser. 

The invention enables the analysis of web sites to produce a 
script-like recording that captures the essence of user activity 
for purposes of playback against the website server that will 
serve to reproduce the behavior noted during the recording, 
the capture during the recording process of validation infor
mation that can be used to ascertain after the fact if the website 

4 
given. In the representative embodiment this information is 
kept in a series of ASCII logfiles. 

According a third aspect of the invention, script playback is 
provided. During playback, the script is read and interpre
tively executed by the invention and the instructions are fed to 
the test-enabled web browser so that it will act identically the 
way the user acted during the recording process in terms of 
producing the identical same effect. Any wait time values that 
are noted from the script can be played back (i.e., counted out) 
at a specific playback multiplier ratio in relation to real time. 
If the multiplier is 0, then all waits are set to zero. However, 
the nature of the recording mechanism in the invention makes 
it possible to assure that full synchronization occurs during 
playback, even if some parts of the website server behave 

under test has changed, the actual playback of scripts record- 10 

ing in accordance with the above, and the automatic develop
ment of PASS/FAIL results based on whether the validation 
facts written in the script are true at the time of playback. The 
invention also enables analysis of the times the invention 
records as it plays back certain events, the emulation of mul
tiple users for purposes of generating the load equivalent to 
multiple users as seen by a website server, and the static 
analysis of individual website pages to ascertain certain prop
erties of them, their dependence on other pages, and the 
availability, download size and speed, and other quantitative 
factors and measurements about them. 

15 faster or slower than during the recording. In one embodi
ment, the script playback can take on an adaptive nature so 
that changes to web pages can be gracefully tolerated. 

According a first aspect of the invention, record and play
back capabilities are provided. Here, a test-enabled web 
browser is used in the normal way to interact with the website 
under test. During this interaction, the user can command 
certain kinds of data to be extracted into a script file as a part 
of the recording process. The resulting recording is thus typi
cally not a detailed record of user keyboard and mouse activ-

According a fourth aspect of the invention, timing evalua
tions are provided. In addition to wait times which were 

20 discussed above, the invention measures details of web page 
component downloads by monitoring the contents of a cache. 
All of the phases of download of pages can be monitored for 
detailed timing values, including base page download, linked 
page download (JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheets 

25 (CSSs) etc.), plus individual images files and other support
ing pages that are reference by the web page as it is being 
downloaded. According to one embodiment, the invention 
takes times from its internal 1.0 millisecond clock and asso-

ity such as might be achieved by intercepting the Windows 
event loop, but instead is an abstraction of that activity based 30 

on analysis of the event triggers that happen as a consequence 

ciates these times to the actual (measured) download timings 
for every part of a web page and its components. Such infor
mation can be used to analyze slow-loading pages and/or 

of the user taking action(s). In one embodiment, the test 
enabled web browser is implemented such that it web brows
ing operations are identical to that in an IE browser because 
the same Dynamic Linked Libraries (DLLs) as are used in the 35 

underlying Windows environment. The recording that results 
will, on playback, interact with the website under test to 
produce the same results as were attained at the time the 
recording was made, assuming that the website under test has 
not changed. This mode of operation is important to proper 40 

operation of the invention as a regression and test system 
because this mode permits recordings to behave in a way that 
reveals actual content and behavior errors, but not to be con
fused by variations in type font and user presentation of the 
information that the browser extracts from the website. In one 45 

image parts. 
According a fifth aspect of the invention, server load test

ing can be performed. The goal of website server load testing 
is to simulate realistic load in order to determine limits and 
capacities of the website server machines. The invention 
accomplishes this goal by taking advantage of the fact that, 
running with the cache turned off, multiple copies of the 
test-enabled browser can execute on the client machine each 
running a separate playback script. All extant copies of the 
invention can run the same script, or each copy can run a 
different script, or any combination of the above. The com
plex of multiple playbacks is called a load scenario and the 
invention uses a special mechanism that permits a special 
kind of playback script called a load test script. LoadTest data 
can be accumulated in a special LoadTest results log that is representative embodiment this information can be kept in a 

standard ASCII file. 
Overall timing of the recording process can be preserved in 

a series of wait commands within the script that cause the 
playback engine to emulate the user "think time" with 1.0 
millisecond precision. The nature of the recording mecha
nism in the invention makes it possible to assure that full 
synchronization occurs during playback, even if some parts 
of the website server behave faster or slower than during the 
recording. 

According a second aspect of the invention, validation 
capabilities are provided. During recording a user can select 
and specifY certain information that is extracted immediately 
from the current rendition of a web page and which is depos
ited in special formats within the recorded script. This infor
mation can include such facts as the specific content of a part 
of a web page at a particular element count offset, the date and 
file details of an image, the checksum (the sum of all of the 
pixels) of a selected region of an image on a page, etc. At 
playback time, this information can be checked using an 
internal model of the web page. If the validation checkpoints 
fail, then error messages and other kinds of responses are 

implemented in accordance with the conventions of the 
underlying Windows environment. Analyses of these log files 
is generally well known, and aims to portray the minimum, 

50 average, and maximum response times for all playbacks in 
progress. 

According a sixth aspect of the invention, site analysis can 
be performed. In the invention use is made of standard meth
ods of recursive descent examination of website pages to 

55 construct a detailed dependence map showing the relation
ships between the starting website page Universal Resource 
Locator (URL) and the child (or dependent) pages via their 
link structure. In accordance with standard methods (e.g., 
spider), the search of a website is limited to a user-specified 

60 maximum depth, to a user-specified maximum time, and/ or to 
a user-specifiedmaximum number of website pages to visit or 
links to accumulate. According to this aspect, as this search 
process is being accomplished, each retrieved page can be 
passed through one or more quality filters. Filtering, for 

65 example, can be based on byte count, presence of spelling 
errors, presence of strings, download times, etc. The results of 
the filtering process can be presented to a user in real-time and 
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in a display page that is updated for the user on the Windows 
desktop each time the respective filter finds new information. 
In one embodiment, the spider is performed by the test
enabled browser. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a test-enabled browser 100 
according to one embodiment of the invention. The test
enabled browser 100 is designed to provide automated analy-
sis and testing of websites. The test-enabled browser 100 
operates on a computing device (not shown). The test-enabled 
browser 100 makes use oflnternet Explorer (IE) base library 10 

102. In this regard, the test-enabled browser 100, in effect, 
emulates an IE browser but further provides the capability to 
perform the automated analysis and testing ofwebsites. The 
test-enabled browser 100 receives triggers 104 from an oper
ating system. These triggers (or event triggers) are, for 15 

example, a mouse click, a mouse drag, a return, text entry, etc. 
Based on these triggers 104, the test-enabled browser 100 
operates to perform the automated analysis and testing of 
websites. In doing so, the test-enabled browser 100 can pro-
duce a log file 106 or can interact with a database 108. 20 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of test-enabled browser processing 
200 according to one embodiment of the invention. The test
enabled browsing processing 200 is, for example, suitable for 
performance by the test-enabled browser 100 illustrated in 
FIG. 1. 25 

A test-enabled browser processing 200 initially begins 
with a decision 202 that determines whether a trigger has been 
received. When the decision 202 determines that a trigger for 
the test-enabled browser has not yet been received, then the 

30 
test-enabled browser processing 200 awaits such a trigger. 
Once the decision 202 determines that a trigger has been 
received for the test -enabled browser, test-based processing is 
performed 204. Here, the test-based processing is the pro
cessing needed to carry out the particular type of testing being 

35 
performed on a determined website. Following the perfor
mance of the test-based processing, browser-based process
ing is performed 206. Here, the browser-based processing is 
processing typically performed by a browser application (net
work browser). Here, the browser-based processing, in one 

40 
implementation, can be provided using the code resources 
stored in the IE based library 102 illustrated in FIG. 1. Fol
lowing the operation 206, the test-enabled browser process
ing 200 returns to repeat the decision 202 and subsequent 
blocks so that subsequently received triggers can be similarly 

45 
processed. 

The test-enabled browser can perform a variety of different 
tests for websites. One such test is referred to as a load test, in 
which loads are artificially supplied to a particular website to 
test its performance and abilities under such circumstances. 50 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a load test system 300 according 
to one embodiment of the invention. The load test system 300 
is controlled by a test-enabled browser 302. Additional sub
browsers can also be activated to induce additional loads. The 
test-enabled browser 302 (and any sub-browsers) are coupled 55 
to the Internet (web) or intranet so that they are able to access 
the website under test. The test-enabled browser 302 can 
produce various reports and can log various different items. 
For example, as shown in FIG. 3, the test-enabled browser 
302 can produce an event log, a performance log, a message 60 
log, a timing log and a load test log. These various logs can 
also be converted into more user-friendly charts. The test
enabled browser 302 can also produce reports, such as a site 
map report. Still further, the test-enabled browser 302 can 
record, edit and load scripts. 65 

According to one embodiment, the system and method of 
the invention can be implemented by a number of elements 

6 
that work together to accomplish the intended results. In this 
embodiment, the test-enabled browser is referred to as e Valid. 

General---OS Context 

eValid has been implemented with the COM interface avail
able on the Windows NT/2000 operating systems. This inter
face is described in Reference 2. 

General-Normal Browser Operation 

In the invention complete verisimilitude with parallel IE tech
nology must be assured to support fully realistic emulation of 
WebSite behavior. This is accomplished in the invention by 
using identically the same OS DLLs and other facilities as 
exist in the parallel IE technology. This technique has the 
additional advantage that future realizations of the invention 
will continue to adhere to operation identical with the parallel 
IE technology because, by convention, these DLLs are add
on libraries and the invention employs the standard technique 
of overloading these libraries with the specialized function
ality needed specifically for the invention. 

General-Graphical User Interface(GUI) 

The user must be presented with a simple, easy-to-use inter
face that matches the expectations created in normal browser 
operation. The GUI in the representative embodiment is 
shown in outline form in Appendix C. In this diagram each 
indentation level implies a different additional pull-down 
sequence in accordance with the conventions usually 
employed in the underlying Windows environment. 

General-Application Programming Interface 

eValid must provide an interface that accepts script com
mands directly. This is the Interactive Mode operation of the 
invention. In the representative embodiment this is accom
plished using the Interactive Mode of operation (see below) in 
which individual commands retrieved from a script file are 
sequentially processed by having them read from a control 
file that is designed to the representative embodiment by the 
user. 

General-Script Language 

The eValid script language uses a set of keywords and a 
variable number of arguments that describe details of the 
action to be performed, or indicate modifications that affect 
playback. The complete list of script commands, both extrin
sic and intrinsic, is made available at script.html. Following 
convention within the underlying Windows environment this 
script language format and structure is maintained as a simple 
ASCII file that is opened when the invention begins making a 
recording, and which is manipulated in the usual ways prior to 
initiating a playback. 

General-Script Command Format 

The format of a command in the invention, and as accom
plished in the representative embodiment, is as follows: 

Keyword ["Modifiers"] ["FrameiD"] 

Commands are active (they make something happen to the 
state of the eValid browser) or passive (they are purely auno
tational). Commands that arise from a live recording are 
called intrinsic; commands that are added manually to a script 
are called extrinsic. 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Script Interpretation During Playback 

START 
initialize browser to receive scripted playback 
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-continued 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Script Interpretation During Playback 

open playback script file 
reset logfile pointers 
reset timers 
while (script lines are not exhausted) 
read a script line 
select on keyword 
if (keyword-N) 
Analyze arguments 
Take appropriate action based on keyword 
(These actions will vary but may include: 
text entry into a component of the current page 
navigation to a new page/URL 
analysis of contents of current page 
query of the user for further information 
elseif (keyword-N+1) 

endif 
end select 
end while 
signal "Playback Complete" 
END 

General-Results Logging 

To be useful the invention requires recording of information 
gained from the playback process into files that can be ana
lyzed in a variety of ways. In the representative embodiment 
this data is kept, IWA the conventions of the underlying 
Windows environment, in pure-ASCII files wherein each 
field of data is separated by a reserved character (this is the 
"tab" character in the representative embodiment). 

10 

15 

20 

8 

-continued 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Record Loop 

Using the address line in the browser, render the current page. 
If (mouse click) 
Record the location and meaning of the click, and 
perform any indicated operations. 
Else if (mouse drag) 
Record the origin and destination 
Else if (keyboard entry) 
Record the keystroke. 
Endif 
Make appropriate modification to script file based on 
change of state in the browser. 
end while 
close script file 
END 

Record!Play-Applets and/or ActiveX Controls 

The invention, as demonstrated in the representative embodi-
ment, uses built-in mechanisms for recording Java Applets 
and/or ActiveX controls when these devices are employed 
within WebSites. During recording when ActiveX controls 

25 
are encountered activity is recorded direct from the inven
tion's screen using mouse click and keyboard activity. In fact 
the invention follows the conventions for processing these 
kinds of objects in accordance with the properties of the 
parallel IE technology and employing the conventions of the 

30 
underlying Windows environment. 

Record/Play-Keyboard Actions 

In the representative embodiment event records are kept in 
the Event Log file. It captures one record for each action that 
the test playback engine takes. Three subsets of this data data 35 

are also generated: 

e Valid must provide a mechanism for recording keyboard and 
mouse actions. 

Keyboard activity includes TAB's and function keys. 
Mouse activity includes right and left clicks and double
clicks. All of the normal modes of the keyboard and mouse, 
specifically limited to how they interact with the test enabled 
web browser, are emulated identically with the parallel IE 
technology because the implementation is in accordance with 

the Performance Log, containing only those event log 
entries that deal with performance issues; 

the Message/Error Log, being only those events that have 
some importance as an error; 

the Timing Log, containing only the outcomes of timing 
actions. 

40 the properties of the underlying Windows environment. 
Record/Play-Modal Dialog Support 

In the representative embodiment each log file is opened so 
that information can be appended to it in real time, using the 
"open for append" convention that applies to ordinary ASCII 45 

files as they are handled in the underlying Windows environ
ment. 

To assure reliable operation the invention includes a method 
for recording activity in a modal dialog, a kind of unitary 
operation available to browser such as in the parallel IE tech
nology, and normal for browser windows operating in the 
underlying Windows environment. The method used in the 
invention is to record required modal dialog using access 
provided from the script window view. This method assures 

Record/Play-General 

The essential mode of operation of eValid is as a record! 
playback device. During recording e Valid creates a playback 
script that captures essential information about the activities 

50 that control can be given to the user during a time when, 
otherwise, the browser has focus within the underlying Win
dows environment. 

of the user. During playback eValid reads the script and per
forms the indicated actions. In the pseudocode below the 
essential nature of a browser in the representative embodi-

55 
ment is taken to be that in the parallel IE technology, and all 
conventions are those that apply in the underlying Windows 

The actions that can be recorded to control a modal dialog 
include all keyboard and mouse-click events. 

Record!Play-Applets 

Processing of Java Applets within the invention is accom
plished automatically as the consequence of the implementa
tion base chosen. That is, because the invention is imple-

environment. 

START 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Record Loop 

initialize system to preset variables 
open script file 
while (user has not indicated to STOP recording) 

60 mented in accordance with the parallel IE technology and 
using the underlying Windows environment, processing of 
Java Applets happens without extra effort. 

Record and play of activity with a Java Applet is limited to 
absolute mouse movement and/or keyboard activity, which 

65 activity is itself within the constraints of the underlying Win
dows environment and similar to that accomplished with the 
parallel IE technology. Accordingly, in the invention record-
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ings are made using the absolution mouse location and/or 
actual keyboard activities as the trigger events. 

Record/Play-Application Mode 

During the recording process the user can signal a change in 
internal recording state using the control GUI from the nor
mal recording mode to Application Mode recording. This 
mode has the advantage that it can apply not only to activity 
within the browser window but also to any other application 
launched by the test enabled web browser that exists on the 

10 
Windows desk-top. 

In application mode recording only keyboard activity, 
mouse click, and mouse drag activity is recorded. In applica
tion mode the only validation modes are a partial image 
synchronization and validation of text that is selected by the 

15 
user and put into the clipboard, a logical area that is main
tained by the underlying Windows environment, that contains 
the results of a COPY instruction. 

Record!Play-Javascript 

10 

-continued 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Multiple Window Playback 

If (command involves sub browser) 
Launch an e Valid sub-browser with instructions 
to play back the indicated sub-script automatically. 
Else If (command is normal command) 
Process command normally. 
End While 
END 

Record/Play-Page Synchronization 

In the representative environment playback play back of 
pages is completely synchronized so that coherence in the 
simulation of the user is complete and accurate. Synchroni
zation in the representative environment is achieved by access 
to the page download complete primitive in the underlying 

Processing of Javascript within the invention is accomplished 
automatically as the consequence of the implementation base 
chosen. That is, because the invention is implemented in 
accordance with the parallel IE technology and using the 
underlying Windows environment, processing of WebSite 
pages that contain any form of Javascript happens without 
extra effort. 

20 Windows environment. The use of this facility is identical to 
that used in the parallel IE technology and uses the same 
primitives as in the underlying Windows environment. In the 
representative environment, however, special care is taken to 
note the times at which each page part arrives so that these 

25 times can be reported to the user for separate analysis. 

However, some Javascript implementations involve 
change of state of the underlying test enabled web browser 
without necessarily involving any navigation events. Such 
activity is recorded in terms of absolute clicks and/or type- 30 

ins, in accordance with the conventions established by the 
underlying Windows environment. 

Record/Play-Multiple-Window (Sub-Browser) Opera-
tion 

Record/Play-Checksum Synchronization 

During playback of certain pages from some WebSites the 
normal page synchronization must be augmented with addi
tional methods to assure that playback is realistic and com
plete. In the representative environment this is accomplished 
by having the user identifY two locations on the screen at the 
point at which the synchronization is to occur. At this point in 
the representative environment a checksum is computed that 

In accordance with the representative environment the special 
web browser must test WebSites that evoke multiple windows 
reliably. Some WebSites use several techniques (e.g. with 
JavaScript) to cause automatic opening of a new Browser. 
Reliable testing of such sites requires being able to be able to 
record and play back such sub-sites. 

35 is the linear sum of the bitwise representations of each dis
played pixel. This value is written into the script file for use 
during playback. At the time of playback the image displayed 
on the browser screen as it was received by the current 
response from the WebSite is analyzed based on the content of 

40 the recording and a new checksum is generated from the 
current image. Only in case the two checksums match does 
playback continue. If the checksums do not match then after 
a fixed delay, in the representative environment a period of 1.0 
seconds, the checksum is recomputed. If after a maximum 

In the representative environment this is accomplished by 
automatically opening a second instance of the testing 
browser, one already designated to be in record mode, when
ever the parent page requests a new window. In the represen
tative environment resulting sub-script is recorded in an script 
file named automatically and systematically by eValid 
according to the sequence number of the sub-browser that 
was launched and the depth of nesting of the recording sub
browser. In the representative environment this numbering 

50 
scheme post-pends the Count and the Depth to form a script 
name of the form: $basescript-Count.Depth. 

45 time specified by the user, measured from the clock capabili
ties in the underlying Windows environment, synchroniza
tion is not achieved then an error message is written to the 
appropriate logfile. 

Record/Play-Link Wizard 

During playback the representative environment automati
cally launches a copy of the special browser in response to the 
LaunchSubBrowsercommand and instructs the launched sub-

55 
browser to play back the indicated sub-script. This accom
plishes the effect of simultaneous parent and child playbacks 
exactly as was recorded initially. 

The recording process is augmented in some cases by taking 
advantage of the internal properties of the WebSite page 
under test. A special Link Wizard function is included that 
creates a special kind of recording, based on the link content 
of the current WebSite page. In that recording there is a Go To 
type reference to each URL that is mentioned in an anchor tag. 
The effect of this recording is to cause, during a subsequent 
playback, an automatic visit to each of the URLs [or links] 
that are included on the page. 

START 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Multiple Window Playback 

Initialize browser. 
Initialize logfiles. 
While (Script file is not exhausted) 

60 Record/Play-Form Wizard 

The recording process is augmented in some cases by taking 
advantage of the internal properties of the WebSite page 
under test. A special From Wizard function is included that 

65 creates a special kind of recording, one that artificially 
records fill-ins of pre-set values for each FORM element in 
the current WebSite page. This script has the property that, on 
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playback, every named, user-accessible form value is given a 
specific content prior to execution of the SUBMIT associated 
with that form. 

Validation-General 

Test validation means to confirm that content or descriptions 
recorded earlier matches what is retrieved from the WebSite 
now. Validation is the basis of regression testing and also is 
the basis of tests that confirm content as a way to demonstrate 

10 
correct operation of the WebSite under test. In most testing 
activities validation is the distinguishment between tests that 
merely exercise vs. tests that inform. 

12 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Validate Selected Text During Playback 

START 
Asswne e Valid browser in operation. 
Assume command "ValidateS elected Text" has been detected. 
Extract MatchString from command to match against current page content. 
Element~ 1 
While (Element< MaxElements) 
If (Match String contained in element) 
Return OK 
Else Kf 
Continue 
End If In the invention validation processes are customized to 

match the type of object for which validation is attempted. 
These objects include: 

15 EndWhile 

Pieces of text or entire pages of text visible on the browser 
screen (validate selected text). or parts of pages that are 
selected onto the clipboard (validate clipboard con-
tents). 20 

Images or parts of images (validate image and validate & 
synchronize partial image) 

Return Error (Selected Text Not Vailidated) 
END 

Playback-Batch Mode 

The textual contents of a table cell (validate table cell). 

Validation-Validate Image 

During recording of validation data about an image the user is 
given the opportunity to identify the image by highlighting it, 
using the highlight capability built into the underlying Win
dows environment and used by both the invention and by the 
parallel IE technology to identifY an object. Once identified 

In the representative environment a means is included to 
provide operation of the invention using the batch mode capa
bilities available within the underlying Windows environ
ment. In this mode selection of playback values and other 
parameters is accomplished by means of command line 

25 switches such as normally included in executable objects that 
run in the underlying Windows environment. 

30 

by the user, the invention records the name of the image and 
certain of its properties (e.g. size and date of origin) into the 
script. On playback if the information recorded differs from 
the information that is received at playback time then error 35 

messages are issued. 

Validation-Validate Table Cell 

WebSite pages that contain tables organize information in to 
40 

table cells, and a key capability is to be able to record the 
entire contents of a table cell for future comparison. In the 
invention the validation of a text particle can be extended to 
all of the text in a table cell using a special command 
sequence. In the representative embodiment the user selects 45 
at least one byte of a particular table cell and this is automati
cally interpreted as meaning in effect the entire textual con
tent of that particular table cell. 

Switches defined in the representative embodiment, using 
the conventions normally used in the underlying Windows 
environment, are defined in detail in Appendix B. 

Playback-Interactive Mode 

Provision in the representative environment is made for user
interactive operation by taking advantage of certain common 
properties in underlying Windows environment's handling of 
I/0 files. In the interactive mode of operation the invention 
reads commands that are provided by an outside agent into an 
input file by first opening the file for read access, reading all 
commands there, and then returning the file to closed status 
after the invention has executed all of the commands. The 
exactly same command interpretation mechanism in the 
invention is used as in normal foreground-mode playback of 
scripts. 

Playback-Multiple/Repeat Playback 

In the representative environment the ability exists for a user 
to play back a script again and again. First the candidate script 
file is opened using the normal facilities of the underlying 
Windows environment and the playback is continued until the 
end of the script is reached. In the representative environment Validation-Validate [Selected] Text 

In the representative environment one must be able to confirm 
content of text on one or more elements within a page it has 
downloaded. 

50 two modes are available to repeat this execution. In the inven
tion the first mode repeats the playback a fixed number of 
times, and in the second mode the invention repeats the play
back an indefinite number of times, until the user of the 
invention interrupts the process. 

During recording the user highlights a text passage or 
passages on the screen, and then commands Validate Selected 55 

Text. This causes the selected text to be recorded in the script 
file for validation during playback. Additional information 
recorded is the page element nnmber and the byte-count of the 
offset of the selected string from the beginning of the page 
elementtext. 

60 

During playback the actual retrieved page is analyzed for 
the content that was saved in the script file. If the retrieved 
page matches content wise playback continues; if not an error 
message is issued. The string match takes into account the 65 

offset of the string from the beginning of the string at the 
specified element. 

Playback-Alarms 

In the invention there is a capability to set a special timer, 
using the facilities available in the underlying Windows en vi
ronment, and if the timer has expired by the time a user
specified place in the script file the playback automatically 
issues an alarm. The alarm process includes executing a CGI
BIN on the WebSite nnder test or some other WebSite and/or 
issuing an email message using the email processing avail
able in the underlying Windows environment. 

Playback-Synchronization 

While recording of activities such as navigation may be inter
rupted by the user, eValid on playback a script must be 
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entirely synchronized. This means that a requested page must 
be fully downloaded and rendered in its entirety before eValid 
continues operation. 

Playback--Cache Management 

In browsers normally available to the underlying Windows 
environment a cache is used to store WebSite pages or Web
Site page parts after they have been downloaded so that re
presentation of these WebSite pages to the user is quicker and 
does not require re-access of the data to the WebSite server. In 

10 
the invention this cache is used identically with that of the 
parallel IE technology technology but the invention provides 
user control over this cache area within the underlying Win
dows environment. 

In the representative environment the user is given, by 
15 

means of special selection menus, the ability to delete the 
entire contents of the cache, to delete all of the cookies in the 
cache. In addition, in the invention the playback engine can be 
commanded to never use cache and never use cookies. This is 
done to assure the precision of download timings and file 

20 
sizings when doing timing/tuning work with the invention. 

Playback-Extrinsic Commands 

Although many commands are created interactively in the 
invention when the user makes a recording, additional extrin-
sic commands are available to the user within the invention so 25 

that special effects can be achieved during playback. A com
plete list of these commands is available in the script.html file. 

Playback-Secure Sessions 

In the representative environment use of secure protocols is 
30 

assured by taking advantage of the parallel capabilities avail
able in the underlying Windows environment. The standard of 
performance is the parallel IE technology browser, and the 
invention achieves the necessary identically by taking advan
tage of the same DLLs that exist in the underlying Windows 

35 
environment. 

Playback-Adaptive Playback 

14 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
'Follow Link' Function of Adaptive Playback 

START 
--Search for link at specified (recorded) index on page. 
If (link NOT found) 
Go To SEARCH 
Else 
Compare Visible Texts 
If (visible texts NOT match) 
Go To SEARCH 
Else 
Compare URLs 
If (URLs NOT match) 
Compare base URLs (up to first"?") 
If (base URLs match) 
Compare GET Data Strings 
Output Name-Value pairs mismatch message(s) 
Else 
Output mismatch base URL message 
End If 
End If 
Click Link (whether or not URL matches) 
Output Going to ... message 
End If 
End If 
Go To END 
SEARCH 
--Look for matching Link elsewhere on page 
var FOUND~ FALSE 
For (every index from 0-n) 
If (Base URL && Visible Text both match) 
FOUND~TRUE 

Click Link 
Output "Found at New Index ... "message 
End If 
End Loop 
If (NOT FOUND) Output "Fail" message 
END 

Timing-General 

Playback of a script including validations and other actions 
must not be unduly sensitive to unimportant changes in the 
WebSite. 

During playback the amount of time required to complete 
certain actions must be collected and recorded for analysis. 

40 Timing at 1 msec. resolution is a requirement. 
Many HTML pages are created dynamically. This means 

the page is created each time a user requests it and may 
contain slight variations based on user activity and other 
factors. For testing purposes it is important that playback 
work independent of variations produced in dynamically ere- 45 

ated pages. 
Adaptive Playback is intended to provide reliable test play

back on sites that use dynamically created HTML Pages. 

Timing-Detailed Timing 

eValid must time component-by-component download and 
rendering times accurately. 

When a page downloads using the HTTP protocol there are 

On recording the HTML index is recorded, along with the 
NameiValue pair for that element. 

On playback eValid attempts to match the element at the 
recorded page index. If it matches, it sets the value, as speci
fied (or clicks the button/image) Otherwise, it searches the 
page for an absolute match with the NameiValue pair. If it 
finds it at some other index, it carries out the necessary pro- 55 

cessing. A MESSAGE message is given to the user; playback 
will continue as normal. 

several steps that a browser takes to completely download the 
information that is used to present a complete representation 
to a user. This feature of eValid provides for collecting 
detailed timings. The steps involved in a page download 
and which are timed individually are: DNS lookup, Redirec-

50 tion( s ), Base page, Component page( s ), Final page rendering. 

If it does not find it, an ERROR message is given to the user, 
& the playback fails at that point (until the next GOTO com
mand). 

The advantage of this feature is that the HTML page being 
checked does NOT have to be identical in structure to the one 
recorded. 

60 

User Responsibility: The user must ensure that each 
<INPUT> Element on the page has a unique NameiValue 65 

pair. If any pair is duplicated, playback is not guaranteed to 
succeed. 

START 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Detailed Timing 

Empty current cache if not already empty. 
Reset timers. 
Start page download. 
While (page download has not finished) 
IF (DNS lookup is complete) 
Record time for DNS lookup. 
Else If (Redirection is sensed) 
Record time for redirection. 
Else If (1st byte of download has arrived) 
Record time for 1st byte. 
Else If (Base page has downloaded) 
Record time for base page download. 
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-continued 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Detailed Timing 

Else If (component page has downloaded) 
Record time for component page download. 
End 
End While 

16 
This is done with record lock and unlock processes available 
in the underlying Windows environment. 

Site Analysis-General 

Site Analysis refers to a capability in the invention to recur
sively analyze all WebSite pages beginning with the current 
WebSite page or URL and continuing to visit all WebSite 
pages that are referenced by the original WebSite page. The 
search process used is called, in computer science terminol-

Record total time. 
END 

Timing-Charting 

10 ogy, a pre-order breadth-first traversal of the WebSite depen
dence tree with constraints, and is a standard method for 
constructing a dependence tree. 

In the representative embodiment after a sequence of one or 
more playbacks has populated one or more logfiles, it is 15 

useful to represent the relative times measured and recorded 
in specialized timing charts. These charts are rendered using 
both the capabilities in the underlying Windows environment 
but also though the use of Java Applet programs that read the 
logfile and present the data to the user via the Applet render- 20 

ing to the screen, in much the same way as any Java Applet 
renders output the browser screen in the parallel IE technol
ogy. 

LoadTest-Load Generation 

Logic (Pseudocode) 
Site Analysis Tree Generation 

START 
Initialize tree to empty. 
Initialize work list to contain the current URL as nnarked. 
Initialize constraints using defaults or user inputs. 
while (no constraints have been exceeded) 
Read current work list's first occurring unmarked page. 
IF (URL contains a blocked string) 
Continue 
Else if (URL is below the base URL) 

In the invention imposition ofload upon a WebSite server via 
the client machine is accomplished with multiple executions 
of the invention on the same machine. If two or more copies 
of the invention are executing at the same time, and both have 
their cache functions turned off, the load imposed on the 
WebSite server will be as if an equivalent number of actual 
users are simultaneous running the same tests. 

25 OR (URL is in the acceptable list ofURLS) 
Extract all URLs mentioned in the current page. 
Add any new URLs found to the work list as unmarked and annotate 
the entry to show the current URL as the parent. 
Mark the current URL in the work list as marked. 
Otherwise 

30 Continue 
end while 
END 

LoadTest-Multiple Parallel Browsers 

Because the goal ofWebSite server load imposition is to learn 
35 

if and when WebSite server capacity is reached, this work can 
be done very realistically by simultaneous playback of mul
tiple scripts by the invention. 

To simplify control of such multiple playbacks a simple 
method is used so that a loadtest script can make explicit 

40 
command line references to independent copies of the inven
tion. In the representative embodiment this is accomplished 
using a special name, _eValid, to indicate that a sub-browser 

Site Analysis-Limits 

As implemented in the representative embodiment this search 
process described above is constrained by user-supplied 
specifications on such factors as the following: 

The depth of the search away from the based WebSite page. 

The total number of pages to be visited. 

The total amount of time to be spent searching. 

or independent sub process is to be launched. Such parallel 
processes are launched using facilities extant in the underly
ing Windows environment. 

Whether any specified strings are to be excluded from further 

45 searching. 

LoadTest-Scenario Creation 

A load test scenario, to be realistic and representative of the 
mix of uses to which a WebSite is put, should include a range 

Whether any additional base pages are to be included in case 
they are encountered. 

Site Analysis-Protocols 

During the search of the WebSite under examination, the 
invention gives the user the choice of protocols types to use 
(and to not use). These protocols are normally those found on 
the underlying Windows environment and encountered in 
operation of either the test enabled web browser or with the 
parallel IE technology. 

Site Analysis-Files 

of different types of behavior. The invention accomplishes 50 

this goal by providing for playback of multiple copies of the 
test enabled web browser on one or more client machines, but 
without restricting the script that each can play back. To 
assure accuracy, the playbacks in a load test are always done 
without the use of the browser cache, as described elsewhere. 55 

The consequence of this is that the load test designer has 
complete freedom to run as many tests of whatever mix on the 
client machines subject only to machine hardware and As the site analysis process continues to completion a com

plete dependence map between URLs visited. At the end of 
60 the process the user can select one of these output represen

tations: 

memory resources. 
LoadTest-Reporting 

To consolidate reported results all parallel executing sub
browsers all write their results to a single Load Test log. The 
format of this log is the same as for other log files. Facilities 
of the underlying Windows environment are used to make 65 

sure that records from any two browsers that complete their 
activity at a particular time do not have their records mixed. 

List ofURLs visited in the order in which they were encoun
tered (URL List). 

List ofURLs visited arranged in a tree that shows the com
plete parent-child dependency for the entire WebSite mapped 
(Complete SiteMap ). 
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List ofURLs visited arranged in a tree that shows the com
plete parent-child dependency for the entire WebSite mapped 
but only shows each unique URL once, in the first instance it 
was found (Irredundant SiteMap ). 

These reports have great value besides documenting URLs 
visited because they capture the dependence tree between and 
among the URLs and also identifY URLs that could not be 
reached. 

Site Analysis-Filters & Reports 

As the site analysis process continues each WebSite page is 
examined for certain properties. In the representative 
embodiment the following reports are generated: 

Unavailable links. 

Links that load slower than a user-specified time. 

Links that have creation dates older than a user-specified 
time. 

Links that are larger than a user-specified size. 

Links that contain a user-specified string. 
These data are useful in searching a WebSite for a particu

larpage or property, for finding which WebSite pages are slow 
loading, or identifYing broken WebSite links. Additional fil
ters that match this criteria can be added as a field customi
zation. 

The invention, or aspects thereof, are further described by 
the following numbered paragraphs: 

18 
an image or partial image is designated by the user as impor
tant for validating content has its properties recorded as a 
checksnm, the value of which is stored in the script file. On 
playback the same website page is retrieved and similar data 
is extracted from it. If the playback-time extracted data does 
not match the recorded information then an error message is 
issued. 

A method for detailed timing of download of a website's 

10 
many parts individually and collectively. In this claim the 
invention employs detailed management of the browser cache 
that is available as part of the underlying Windows environ
ment. The method is capable of measuring the size and down
load time of each website page component, including linked 

15 components, base pages and images. This detailed timing 
information can be reported by the test-enabled web browser 
into a set of ASCII files implemented in accordance with the 
conventions of the underlying Windows environment. 

A method for automatically adapting playback to account 
20 for minor website changes. If during playback a current web

site page differs by a slight amount, then the invention com
pensates for such differences by searching up and down 
within the current website page, using the DOM access meth-

25 ods, until it finds a nearly correct match at which point it 
proceeds with playback. 

A method for recording software tests within a test enabled 30 
web browser. Here, the context is the use of a test enabled web 
browser that is implemented in accordance with IE technol
ogy, except that additional controls are made available to the 
user direct from a graphical user interface (e.g., toolbar) to 
provide user access to all of the dynamic functionalities 35 
described herein. This is accomplished by building the inven
tion using the DLLs available within the parallel IE technol
ogy and extant in the underlying Windows environment. 

A method for creating realistic load by playing back mul
tiple independent browsers on the Windows desktop. Indi
vidual playbacks of scripts can be replicated on a client 
machine within a special Load Test type playback script that 
includes the capability oflaunching a second, subsidiary copy 
of the test enabled web browser with a specified playback 
script. Using the ability of each test enabled web browser to 
manage the cache, the method can play back each script 
independently and without use of the cache, with the effect of 
simulating multiple users from the client accessing the target 
website or websites. 

A method for analyzing complete web sites by use of recur
sive search methods based on current link content of pages 
(i.e., spider in a browser). Using standard computer science 
principles and algorithms that achieve recursive-descent 
analysis of dependent pages, the method automatically devel
ops a complete map of a website, subject to size, time, and 
depth constraints. It accomplishes this construction using the 
DOM provided information that is available because the 
invention is built in accordance with the conventions of the 
underlying Windows environment. 

A method for extracting details from a current page, e.g. 
text, or image checksnms, or HTML item count, etc. This is 40 
accomplished using the Document Object Model (DOM) 
available within the underlying Windows environment that 
emulates operation of the IE technology. In one embodiment, 
a current page is analyzed for properties of interest to the user, 
as specified and selected with user pull-down menus, and the 45 
required data is recorded into a script file for later comparative 
use during playback. 

A method for expressing these details in the recorded script 
language. The recordings extracted from live sessions are 
expressed in compact form using commands that indicate the 
action to be taken and the effect to be achieved. These com
mands are dynamically and interpretively executed during 
test playback based on the properties extant within the under
lying Windows environment, and in accordance with the IE 
technology implementation as a base. 

A method for playing back and confirming website page 
content and performing other validation steps based on prior 
recordings. Commands within a script are dynamically and 
interpretively executed during test playback based on the 
properties extant within the underlying Windows environ
ment, and in accordance with the IE technology implemen
tation as a base. Because of this implementation base the 
activity of the invention is object-oriented, independent of 
browser size and settings, and fully synchronized during 
playback activities that involve download of website pages. 

A method to synchronize playback of scripts based on 
checksum content of selected sub-image. During recording 

The invention is preferably implemented in software, but 

50 can be implemented in hardware or a combination of hard
ware and software. The invention can also be embodied as 
computer readable code on a computer readable medium. The 
computer readable medium is any data storage device that can 
store data which can be thereafter be read by a computer 

55 system. Examples of the computer readable medinm include 
read-only memory, random-access memory, CD-ROMs, 
magnetic tape, optical data storage devices, carrier waves. 
The computer readable medium can also be distributed over a 
network coupled computer systems so that the computer 

60 readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. 

Additional details on testing and analysis of websites are 
contained in Appendices A-F of parent application U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/041,768, filed Oct. 31, 2001, 
and entitled "METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TESTING 

65 WEBSITES", which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein and forms part of this application. The Appendices are 
as follows: 
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Appendix A is a User's Guide fore Valid 3.1 

Appendix B is a description of an exemplary Script Lan
guage. 

Appendix C is a description of a Command Line Interface. 

Appendix D is a description of a Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) Map. 

20 
a value substitution component that operates to automati

cally create and adjust input values, through parametric 
substitution of values into the test script. 

6. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein said test-enabled 
web browser further comprises: 

a link check component that operates to check links on at 
least one webpage dynamically. 

Appendix E is a description of additional load testing infor
mation including a LoadTest Description, a description of 
Load Test Playback Fidelity Comparison, a description of 
Notes on Simulating Many Users to induce a load test, and a 
description of Machine Adjustments for eValid LoadTest 
Operation. 

7. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
10 web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein said test-enabled 

web browser further comprises: 
a button check component that operates to check buttons on 

at least one webpage dynamically. 

Appendix F is a description of WebSite Testing. 

8. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
15 web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein said test-enabled 

web browser further comprises: 
Appendix G is a description of WebSite Loading and Capac
ity Analysis. 

Appendix His a description of WebSite Mapping. 
20 

The many features and advantages of the present invention 
are apparent from the written description and, thus, it is 
intended by the appended claims to cover all such features 
and advantages of the invention. Further, since numerous 
modifications and changes will readily occur to those skilled 

25 
in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact 
construction and operation as illustrated and described. 
Hence, all suitable modifications and equivalents may be 
resorted to as falling within the scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer readable medium storing a test-enabled web 

browser for operation on a computing device to test a website 
hosted by a remote server, the website having at least one 
webpage, said test-enabled browser comprising: 

web browsing components; 
a script component that operates to record and replay at 

least one test script that reproduces and times user 
actions and responses; 

30 

35 

an adaptive script playback component that operates to 
adapt playback to account for nearly correct matches 40 
between recorded facts and actual page properties; 

a page evaluation component that operates to read, extract, 
and analyze and confirm the contents of page compo
nents, including DOM elements and other objects; and 

a graphical user interface to provide user access to at least 45 
said web browsing components and said script campo-
nent. 

2. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein the computing 
device utilizes a cache, and 

wherein said test-enabled web browser further comprises: 
a browser cache control component that operates to 

allow tests of the website to selectively use or not use 
data residing within the browser cache when testing 
the website. 

3. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 2, wherein the browser cache 
stores copies ofwebpages and one or more cookies. 

50 

55 

4. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein said test-enabled 60 

web browser further comprises: 
a logging component that operates to permit said test

enabled browser to write details of test execution to a log 
file for post-test analysis. 

5. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 65 

web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein said test-enabled 
web browser further comprises: 

a synchronization component that operates to automati
cally synchronize page delivery, including downloading 
and rendering, to assure test accuracy. 

9. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 1, wherein said test-enabled 
web browser further comprises: 

a load testing component that operates to test the remote 
server regarding the webpage in accordance with a load. 

10. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 9, 

wherein when said load testing component is activated, a 
number of multiple copies of said test-enabled web 
browser operate on the computing device, with each of 
the multiple copies of said test-enabled browser sepa
rately executing a test script, and 

wherein the load applied to the remote server by the num
ber of multiple copies of said test-enabled web browser 
is dependent on that number and on the test scripts being 
executed thereby. 

11. A computer readable medium storing a test-enabled 
web browser for operation on a computing device to test a 
website hosted by a remote server, the website having as least 
one webpage, said test enabled browser comprising: 

web browsing components; 
a page evaluation component that operates to read, extract, 

and analyze and confirm the contents of page compo
nents, including Document Object Model (DOM) ele
ments with their associated at least one index and their 
values; 

a test data component that operates to store facts about the 
at least one webpage; and 

a graphical user interface to provide user access to at least 
said web browsing components and at least one of said 
page evaluation component and said test data compo-
nent. 

12. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 11, wherein said test-enabled 
web browser further comprises: 

a URL list component that operates to determine detailed 
DOM properties of the current contents of the webpage 
being evaluated in order create a list oflinked-to URLs; 
and 

a link examination component that operates to access and 
examine the content at the URLs within the list of 
linked-to URLs. 

13. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 11, wherein said test-enabled 
web browser further comprises: 

a URL list component that operates to (i) determine 
detailed DOM properties of the current contents of the 
webpage being evaluated in order create a list oflinked-
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to URLs, and (ii) exclude at least one URL from the list 
of linked-to URLs based on URL string properties or 
position of the at least one URL in relation to the URL 
for the website; and 

a link examination component that operates to access and 
examine the content at the URLs remaining within the 
list oflinked-to URLs. 

22 
20. A method as recited in claim 19, wherein said perform

ing of the validation test comprises: 
adaptively playing back the script. 
21. A method as recited in claim 17, wherein the web page 

includes a plurality of component parts, and 
wherein said performing of the validation test comprises: 
determining download timings for at least the component 

parts of the web page. 14. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 11, wherein said test-enabled 
web browser further comprises: 

22. A method as recited in claim 17, wherein a web server 
10 hosts the web page, and 

a synchronization component that operates to automati
cally synchronize page delivery, including downloading 
and rendering. 

15. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 
web browser as recited in claim 11, wherein said test-enabled 15 

web browser further comprises: 
a scan start component that operates to indicate where a 

scan of the website is to begin and where it is to end. 
16. A computer readable medium storing said test-enabled 

web browser as recited in claim 11, wherein said test-enabled 20 

web browser further comprises: 
a page examination component that operates to examine 

the webpage to determine if the webpage meets user
specified criteria. 

17. A method for testing a website residing on a network 
25 

using a test-enabled browser, said method comprising: 
accessing a website to be tested using the test-enabled 

browser; 
selecting a validation test to be performed; and 
performing the validation test using the test-enabled 

browser, 
wherein prior to said performing of the validation test for a 

particular web page, the particular web page is rendered 

30 

by the test-enabled browser and examined so as to at 35 

least (i) extract details of the particular web page using 
Document Object Model (DOM) elements pertaining to 
the web page with their associated at least one index and 
their values, and (ii) store the details of the particular 
web page in a recorded script, and 40 

wherein during said performing, the particular web page is 
newly rendered by the test-enabled browser and details 
for the particular web page as newly rendered are com
pared to the stored details in the recorded script. 

18. A method as recited in claim 17, wherein said perform- 45 

ing of the validation comprises: 

wherein said performing of the validation test or evaluation 
comprises inducing a load on the web server by concur
rently playing multiple scripts, 

wherein said inducing launches a separate test-enabled 
browser for each of the scripts and each of the test
enabled browsers plays a script, and 

wherein all the test-enabled browsers play the same script 
and operate on a common computer being operatively 
connectable to the network. 

23. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein said web 
browsing components are IE web browsing components asso
ciated with an IE browser. 

24. A method as recited in claim 23, wherein said web 
browsing components are code resources stored in an IE 
based library associated with the IE browser. 

25. A computer readable medium including at least com
puter program code stored therein for providing a test-en
abled browser for testing a website residing on a network, said 
computer readable medium comprising: 

computer program code for interfacing with web browsing 
components a browser code library; 

computer program code for accessing a website to be tested 
using the test-enabled browser; 

computer program code for rendering and examining at 
least one web page of the website so as to at least (i) 
extract details of the web page using Document Object 
Model (DOM) elements pertaining to the web page with 
their associated at least one index and their values, and 
(ii) store the details of the web page in a recorded script; 

computer program code for selecting a validation test to be 
performed; and 

computer program code for performing the validation test 
using at least a portion of the web browsing components, 
wherein during the validation test, the at least one web 
page is newly rendered and details for the at least one 
web page as newly rendered are compared to the stored 
details in the recorded script. examining a web page using a rendering of the web page by 

the test-enabled browser. 
19. A method as recited in claim 17, wherein said perform

ing of the validation test comprises: 

26. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 25, 
wherein said web browsing components are IE web browsing 

so components associated with an IE browser. 

recording a script pertaining to an interaction sequence 
with the web page; and 

subsequently playing back the script to confirm content of 
the web page and/or perform validations. 

27. A computer readable medium as recited in claim 23, 
wherein said web browsing components are code resources 
stored in an IE based library associated with the IE browser. 

* * * * * 
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